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Downpour

Floods Campus Shops, Drenches Displays

IT'S THE WATER: The rain that made Seattle famous
hit S.U. in full force yesterday. Left to right, a campus
maintenance employee bails out the basement of Marycrest while the carpenter shop wallowed in a rapidly
recedingfoot of water. EvenChristmas spirits were dampened when the wind blew the Christmas decorations on
the Old Science building down.

—

Heavy rains and high winds
combined yesterday to inflict
damage to several University
facilities. The University carpentry, electrical, and paint
shops, located in the basement
of a warehouse on 12th Avenue
and Marion street, were flooded
with up to a foot of water.
Light flooding was reported in
the recreation room of Marycrest hall last night, and the
basement of the old Bellarmine
Apartments was flooded. Water
also caused minor damage in
the the team vaults located in
manholes under the malls.
Assistant Plant Manager Joe
Gardner said most of the flood-
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was caused by backup from
city storm drains and sewers.
"There was a fountain of
water a foot high gushing from
the commode in the carpentry
shop," he said.
The water had begun to reside
by late yesterday evening, but
high winds were expected
through the night. Gusts of up to
50 m.p.h. flattened Christmas
displays on the lawn of the Old
Science building during the day.
A.W.S. spokesmen said the displays suffered little actual damage, and would be righted.
More than one and a half
inches of rain fell on the city of
Seattle in the past 24 hours.

S.U. Will Present Honorary
Degree to Joshua Green
Joshua Green Sr., 99, "Seattle's Man of the Century", will
receive the honorary degree of
doctor of business administration from S.U. at its June, 1969,
commencement.
The announcement was made
last Wednesday at a luncheon
honoring Green as "Seattle's
Man of the Century". The announcement came in the form
of a telegramsigned by the Very
Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
president of S.U.
The S.U. Board of Trustees
approved the conferring of the
academic honor "in recognition
of Green's career in transportation, industry and finance; his
business acumen and his contribution to the development of
Seattle and the Pacific North-

west."

Green has served as chairman of the board of Peoples
National Bank of Washington
since he purchased it in 1926. He
is also chairman of the boardof
the Joshua Green Corp.

Canyon Slides
To Be Shown

"The Triumph and the Tragedy: Grand Canyon and Glen
Canyon of the Colorado" will be
the subject of a movie and slides
to be presented tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the library auditorium
by David Birkner.
This is the third of a series
of lectures by Birkner who, as
an author and outsdoorsman,
has been a leader in the cause
of conservation.
Recently he organizedamarch
at Fort Lawton, for the purpose
of bringing to the attention of
the Army administration the
need for converting the fort into
a city park instead of retaining
it for a military installation.
This series of lectures is sponsored by the ASSU. Admission
is free.

~

ing

He is past owner and president
of the Puget Sound Navigation
Co. and Port Townsend and
SouthernRailroad. He was board
chairman of the Riberton Tuberculosis Hospital before its sale
in 1965. He served on the U.S.
Naval Academy's Board of Visitors.
He is past president and life
member of Seattle, the Washington State and Puget Sound Maritime Historical Societies; Seattle Chamber of Commerce, Propeller Club, Seniors Northwest
Golf Association and Washington Society of the Sons of the
Revolution.
He is past president of the
Rainier, Seattle Golf, Washington Athletic and Seattle Tennis
Clubs and the Pioneer Association of the State of Washington.
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Red Carpet Treatment of
AWS Women Irks Officers

A wall-to-wall carpet has be- last year's Tolo dance to finance
come the center of a frosty dis- the redecoration of their office,
pute between Associated Women she said, but they were perStudents president Alison Fry suaded by Dean of Women Agand other ASSU officers. The nes Reilly to seek the help of
carpet, which is to be installed the S.U. Guild, a women's ortoday in the AWS office in the ganization.
Chieftain Lounge, was purchased
"We wanted to make the ofwith money donated by the S.U. fice a place in which the girls
Guild and matched by the Uni- on campus could come, sit and
have coffee, and maybe discuss
versity.
ASSU officers and student sen- their problems. This is the kind
ators, led by Sen. John Graves, of thing that the S.U. Guild, behave sharply criticized the pur- ing a woman's organization, is
chase.
interested in."
AS PLANS for redecorating
the old AWS office were being

"IN A YEAR inwhich we have
had some drastic budget cuts,
I certainly think there could formulated, Alison was informed
have been better uses for the that the women would be moved
to another, larger office at the
money," Graves said Monday.
Graves and other officers have west endof the Chieftain lounge.
"We were pleased with havprepared a letter to Fr. Joseph
Perri, S.J., University execu- ing more space, but of course
tive vice president, protesting it was a larger area to cover,
the granting of matching funds and we had been moved rather
"abruptly," she said. "I went to
by the University.
The carpet, described by Ali- Fr. Perri and explained our
son Fry as magenta-and-red ny- problem. I thought maybe we
lon, is expected to cost over could get a loan from the uni$300. It will be installed in an versity. Instead, he just said
office into which the AWS has 'We'll match the Guild funds'."
just recently been moved. Alison
ALISON said that she has not
explained that purchase of the
rug had been planned since last been contacted by Graves or
the other major protesting ofyear.
ficers.
ORIGINALLY, the AWS in"The officers that have talked
tended to use the proceeds from to me, Larry Inman, Tom Rob-

Clubs Decorate Mail:

Christmas Spirit Lights Up S.U.

Work parties, headed by the
AWS Christmas decorationscommittee, have begun to put the
campus in a Christmas mood.
Beginning at 2 p.m. each day,
they are stringing lights and
scenes along the 10th Avenue
mall from Loyola to the L.A.
Bldg.
A Campus Lighting Ceremony
will be held Monday. At the
ceremony, the Homecoming
Queen will "light the campus"
and the Miss Merry Christmas
candidates will be introduced.
This willbe followed by caroling.
AWS hopes this will bring the
campus together in a spirit of
Christmas and will become a
continuing tradition.
The decorations are being financed through donations from
campus organizations. Approximately $350 will be spent.
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inson and others, have been
quite reasonable when I explained where we got the money," she said. "We're not trying to put anything over on anybody. It's not student money,
and it's not going to hurt the
other clubs or the ASSU."
Sen. Graves indicated Monday
that he would seek a student
senate resolution formally protesting the purchase.

T IOffers

Dramatic
Reading
S.U.s Readers' Theatre will

present "Animal Farm," adapt-

ed from the twentieth century
allegory by George Orwell, Dec.
6-7, 8 p.m. at the Teatro Inigo,
on the corner of Broadway and
Columbia. The performances
are complimentary and all are
urged to come early as no seats

are reserved.
Readers' Theatre is a visual
dramatic reading in which the

performers remain stationary,

for the most part, while recreating the dramatic situation
through vocal expression and
music A minimum of lighting
effects enhance the effectiveness

of this chilling story of a mythical barnyard and the tragedy
that symbolically befalls the denizens—a tragedy hauntinglyreminiscent and possibly ominousof
our own modern situation.

Participatingin "Animal
Farm" are Barry Pinard, John
Yerxa, Tanya Fette, Ken Kurtenbach, Dianne Bye, David
Friedt, Charlene Olswang and
David Mills. Assisting in the
lighting and sound effects is Sue
Rees. Mr. William Dore, Jr.,
directs.

Two S.U. faculty members
continue the Spectator
"Sounding Board" discussion
on human life on page 3 and
4. Fr. Michael Touluose, S.J.,
of the philosophy department,
presents the theological viewpoint on the encycical "Humanae Vitae". Dean David
Schroeder, of the engineering
department, discusses the
technical problems of survival in an over populated

-

world.

Students hobnob with snowman
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Don Conrard Named
Student-to-Student Committee
At S.U. Adds Nine New Members Spectator Pix Editor
Nine new members have been
added to the Student-to-Student
committee. The committee's job
is to meet with high school stu-

dents contemplating attending
S.U. and to "tell it like it is from
a student's view."
The new membersare: Colleen

Rice, Gene Williams, Nancy
Mudd, Mary Garvey, Marrianne
Denison, Barry Fountain, Mike

Lyons, Kathy O'Neil and Adelaida Abiles.
The committee is presently
contacting students to talk to
high school students during

'White Nite' A Phi O's Rate
Formal Due Eighth In 400
Friday
S.U.s chapter of Alpha Phi
Voting for the Miss Merry
Christmas candidates will continue through Friday. The winner will be crowned at the Winter Formal that night at the
Hyatt House.
Voting for the candidates is
determined by the amount of

money placed in the candidates'
containers. Each candidate has
a container in each of the dorms
and in the Chieftain.
Bids for the Winter Formal
are on sale this week. The cost
is $12.50, which includes a $7
tux rental and $5.50 for dinner.
Dinner is at 6 p.m. and dancing
at 9 p.m.
Miss Merry Christmas nominees are: Sr. Angela Walsh,
0.5.F.; Sue Medved, Chieftain
Rifles; Aggie Pigao, Burgundy
Bleus; Ann Logan, Spurs; Toni
Clark, Gamma Pi Epsilon; Margie Kelley, Alpha Phi Omega;
Bonnie Lally, Phi Chi Theta;
Tanya Fette, Phi Beta; Jackie
Schlessger; Gamma Sigma Phi;
Mags Callahan, Marycrest Hall;
Marianne Dennison, Town Girls;
Jan Mullen, I.X.'s; Tecla Jung,
Mv Sigma and Aegis and Marie
Lynn, Alpha Kappa Psi.

-

Omega, men's service fraternity, has been rated eighth
among the 400-odd clubs affiliated with the national organiza-

tion.

Recognition will come in the
form of an award presented to
S. U.s delegates Steve Nejasmich, president, and Doug McKnight, at the national conference Dec. 26, 27 and 28 in Washington, D.C.
A recent letter informed the
A Phi O's of their honor and requested the presence of a delegation to receive the award at
the conference. The letter didn't
elaborate on the basis of the
selection, Nejasmich said Monday.
The Seattle U. chapter is presently planning a spring Sectional Conference to be held March
7, 8 and 9 on the campus. Participation schools will include
Oregon State, Washington State,
Pacific Lutheran College, Central Washington State and the
Universities of Alaska, Oregon,
Idaho and Washington.

"Dig" England?— You Could!
Hardy students interested in
"pioneering the past" and seeing Europe in a novel way may
gain both experiences by participating in archaeological "digs"
this summer inEngland.
Fifty college age volunteers
are needed to excavate the sites
of ancient villas, forts and medieval towns before they disappear
beneath expanding housing programs, city center redevelopment and new highway projects

in modern Britain.
The program, sponsored by
the Association for Cultural Exchange, a British non-profit organization, will last from July
12 to August 25, 1969.
Further information may be
obtained from Professor lan A.
Lowson, Association for Cultural
Exchange, 539 West 112th Street,
New York 10025. Closing date
for applications is February

1969.

Don Conrard has been named
Christmas vacations in their photo editor of the Spectator.
home towns. Any interested stu- Former editor Dennis Williams
dents should contact Jeff Burgess or Mike McGuigan in Pigott 254, ext. 345, between 3 p.m.
and 5 p.m. daily.
A meeting for interested students will be held Dec. 11, at 7
p.m. in Ba 102. Names of high
school students to contact will
be assigned.
The committetalks to students
on a one-to-one basis to acquaint them with student life at
S.U. It also conducts campus
tours for the students.
Last year over 300 high school
DON CONRARD
students were contacted.

GEORGE McLEAN
Decisions affecting Seattle University, and other Catholic universities the world over, were
discussed during the eighth triennial congress of representatives of such universities when
they met in the CongoSept. 10-17.
S.U. was represented at the congress by Fr. Edmund Morton,
S.J., academic vice president.
The representatives of a majority of the Catholic universities of the world assembled at
Lovanium University, Kinshasa,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, under the auspices of the
International Federation of Catholic Universities (IFCU)
THE IFCU cautioned against
proliferation of Catholic institutions of higher learning, but endorsed current trends of affiliation and sharing of educational

.

resources.

Father Mortain said, "One of
the biggest problems of this
meeting was the defiintion of
'university.' There were no official representatives from the
English or German schools present because there are no thoroughly (recognized as such)
Catholic universities in those

countries."

In commenting on some of the
decisions reached during the

IFCU Congress, Fr. Morton

Campus improvement mea- dent to appoint members to comsures were dominant in last mitees established by the senSunday's student senate meetwithin seven school days or
ing, with $250 being granted to ate
"the responsibility passes to the
organizations from the senate First Vice-President." The First
general fund, and another $300 Vice President, Tom O'Rourke,
asked.
is chairman of the senate.
The senators approved a bill,

Also passed was a technical
measure which eliminated the
need for clubs and organization
to recharter every year.
There was no senate meeting
this Sunday because of the
Thanksgiving holidays.

granting $200 to the S.U. Chorus
toward the purchase of anacoustical shell, a curved backstoplike affair which reflect* sound.
The Chorus has raised $100 for
the fixture, and another $200
came from individual donations.
Senate standing rule 18, which
requires that a bill cannot be
acted upon at the meeting of its
introduction, was waived in order to allow quick passage.
A $50 senate donation to The
Associated Women Students toward Christmas decorations for
the campus was also approved,
after a brief fight over a second
waiving of the standing rule.
A disputed bill which would
have given the student senate
final authority over ASSU and
club contracts was withdrawn,
after being delayed several
weeks by its maker, Sen. John
Graves.
The senators passed a measure which sets a time limit for
presidential appointments to ASSU committees, after adding a
clarifying amendment. The new
law requires the ASSU Presi-

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO GET
YOUR TUX FOR
THE FORMAL!
RENT YOUR TUX FROM
THE FASHION CREATORS

supplied. Government interven-

tion in academic matters would
stated:
"The sharing of educational be, hopefully, not in evidence
anyway, the government has
resources would involve an exchange of faculty members, find- little inclination in that direcing places for disadvantaged stu- tion."
dents of other countries, and
When asked about the IFCU's
sharing surplus books."
statement concerning "the presON THE MATTER of student sures of increased population,"
freedom here at S.U., Fr. Mor- Fr. Morton said, "The papal enton said, "The student handbook cyclical was present but was not
is being completed (it has been explicitly discussed. The probunder development for the past lem (before the IFCU) conyear) and willstate student free- cerned the pressures brought on
doms. Ihope that we will have by increased population— not the
the machinery to handle student problem of an increasing popugrievances. However, if (by giv- lation."
ing increased responsibility) we
The representatives attending
force the administration of the the Eighth TriennialCongress of
school onto the student, the stu- the IFCU wholeheartedly endents can then justifiably say.
" dorsed the statement of Pope
'Thatisn't why we came here.'
Paul VI wherein he described a
On the issue of formulation of Catholic university as consisting
theology suited to specific cul- of "a community of persons who
tures Fr. Morton said, "The idea are diverse in experience and in
came from Africa it is an idea function, equal in dignity, occufor systematizing and drawing pied with scientific research and
conclusions for understandingby the integral formation of man,
diverse cultures and societies." and who, whatever their task,
THE IMPORTANT question of draw inspiration from the light
government funding elicited the of revealed truth, rendering it
following comment from Fr. therefore a center for developMorton: "The thinking in the ment and diffusion of an authenU.S. is moving in the direction of tic Christian culture."
The 1970 IFCU Congress will
government furnished support.
Private education is in great be held at Laval University in
danger if government aid is not Quebec.

—
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Free Fitting at CAMPION

HUGE SELECTION
D.B.s, Satin Brocades, Shantung Silk,
Mosaics, Searsuchers, Sorrento & Madras.
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lications.
A native of Bellevue, Conrard '
came to S.U. after serving in the
Navy. He is a member of Beta
Gamma Sigma, business honorary,' and of Hiyu Coolees.

Campus Improvement Measures
Dominate Sunday Senate Meeting

Role of Catholic Universities
Discussed at World Conference
By

has recently married and is doing free-lance professionalphotography. He will continue as a
staff photographer.
Conrard, 22, is a senior majoring in marketing. He has been
on the Spec staff for two years
and won the Spectator Best
Photo of the Year Award for
1967-68. He began practicing
photography six years ago and
since has had his photos appear
in many Pacific Northwest pub-

HIGH STYLED FORMAL
TAPERED TROUSERS

I
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BIG LOCATIONS

Aye.

4735 University Way N.E.
123 S.W.52nd

FREE PARKING AT ALL STORES

Free Delivery Any Place In Greater Seattle

MA 2-3900
LA 5-9600
CH 3-0800
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"...it 's aguesti on ofauthoritati ve"
By FR. MICHAEL TOULOUSE, S.J.
The rather recent encyclical of Paul VI disturbed the complacent minds of our highly secularized world. The long delay in the promulgation of "Humana Vitae" had given many factions
the spurious hope of circumventing the sacred
obligations of Christian matrimony.
Consequent to the Pope's inspired message,
all manner of "expertus" theologiansappeared in
the limelight. The particular bias of each group
is sincerely and genuinely advanced in protest in
the light of either "scientific progress," "secular
humanism," "individual conscience," or "authoritative Faith." These classifications are somewhat
arbitrary; however on clarification the reader
might understand the Catholic dilemma that has
always threatened the basis of Christian Faith.

practical judgment of his mind, he has no other
norm to follow except the dictates of conscience.
This perhaps approaches the heart of the Catholic Dilemma.
A good Catholic attempts to form his conscience according to the teaching of the Church.
In areas of moral conduct where the "Moral
teaching is obvious and Crystal clear" no problem of conscience arises. In the area of marital
relations it is quite plain that many problems
arise. The marital act embraces two distinct and

and dissension.

For some centuries the Church projected to
the Western World an image of an adament institution which promulgated eternal verities.
Suddenly she acknowledged the possible good
faith of those not of her flock. Her hope was to
unite those of dissident beliefs, her result was
to implant doubt in her own followers. That
Christ's Church on earth is both an internal
spiritual kingdom and an external institution is
readily acknowledged by Christian theologians.
Thus the reason for the ecumenical movement

MAN'S INGENUITY in controllinghis environs
is undoubtedly a boon to health and happiness.
However the "scientific basis" seemingly reflects
a naive assumption that man should interfere
with the human process of generation in the
same way that he manipulates the spawning of
salmon. The similarity between man and a fish
is somewhat intriguing— the difference between
man and a fish is divinely revealing.
The scientist who pleads the equality of all
animals uniquely severs the man's umbilical cord
attached to everlasting life. The individual scientist, who is mired in the quicksand of reasonable acceptance of man's fallen nature, also forgets that evil acts do not become good acts
merely because frail man is prone to evil. Perhaps the man of a scientific bias also desires to
resolve the probelm of evil by dismissing it as
"a mythological fantasy. A scientist of this ilk
prefers to initiate his own ideals of the good
life, and he suggests that man relieve himself
of the burden of Faith. Faith acknowledges evil
and God's mercy absolves the sinner.
The secular humanist is an entirely different
type of cat. His peculiar bias reflects an emotional brand of religious experience that somehow emancipates him from a feeling of personal
guilt. His heart bleeds for the down-trodden— the
afflicted, the persecuted. He rants and raves
about the injustices of both God and man, but he
carefully refrains from open blasphemy lest he
disclose his true identity. He verbalizes all the
temporal cliches of Christianity, but he never
vaguely hints of a Faith in another life.
He betrays himself at times by blaming the
results of evil in the world to hyprocrisy and
mediocrity of Christians. He forgets that Christianity gave man the value reference that serves
as his basis of criticism. He is enamored with
this life, but his apparent Christian concern of
his neighbor disguises his genuine secular Faith.
Naturally he pontificates about any evil, for
secretly he neither believes in reward or punishment after death.

THE MAN, who sincerely possesses the bias

of an individual conscience is still struggling to
accept God's Will in his behalf. He is victimized
by numerous factors sometimes not of his own
choosing. Since his conscience is his ultimate

is entirely justified.

Editor'sNote: Fr.Michael Toulouse.
S.J., is a professor of philosophy at S.U.
and a well known campus figure. He
recently was quoted in Seattle magazine when he appeared on a panel
with seven other Seattle clergymen
discussing Christianity's role in social
order. He is also the head of the
"Executive Thinking" program for
Seattle businessmen.
separate consciences. For the act to be sanctified it requires co-operation of both parties. For
the act to ever be holy and potentially fruitional
it requires some sacrifice- For the act be always
holy it requires, perhaps, heroic Faith.
The Holy Father certainly commiserates with
anyone who has this dilemma to solve. However,
he wisely protects the integrity of the conscience
of humanity in his inspiring reiteration of the
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ideals of the state of Christian matrimony. His
message was timely and providential. God's
providence and grace, we believe, in time will
resolve this dilemma for those who confess their
sins and acknowledge Christ as their Saviour.
Incidentally this hang-up in conscience equally
applies to other sinners who are involved in
other sins.
Finally, I think the heart of the Catholic
Dilemma comes down to question of authoritative
Faith. The fragmentation of the Christian World
is ample evidence that this question will be a
bone of contention in every age- The Catholic
Church adopted in the 20th Century a spirit of
ecumenism. This ecumenical movement, like all
good things, carried with it the seeds of discord
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THE IDEALS of Christianitywere never meant
follow. The cross is man's passport
to life eternal. It's one thing to make an assent
of faith and acknowledge your weaknesses before God. It's quite another thing to justify your
weaknesses and defend yourself at God's expense. Ibelieve that this is the salutary message
in the Book of Job. "Would you condemn me
by justifying yourself?"
The dilemma of faith and reason will always
confound the man of little faith. He will be
trapped in that cave where impeccable logic so
beautifully preserves reason. Until he reacts to
the mystery of life, until he acknowledges the
problem of evil and himself a sinner, and until
he believes that faith is a dimension of awareness that is never circumscribed by thought, any
man will still be groping for man's answer to
man's problems without God!
to be easy to
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Each individual soul relates with his Maker,
and ultimately God is the sole judge- On the
other side of the coin is the role of teaching
authority of a Divinely instituted Church. "He
that heareth you, heareth Me." "To you Igive
the keys to the Kingdom of Heaven. Whose sins
you loose, etc." Now even Catholic theologians
seemingly are challenging this authoritative
teaching of the Chair of Peter. The pronouncements dealing with morality are being compared
to dogmatic pronouncements verbalizing themysteries of Faith. Serious theologians are reevaluating the precise meaning of the "Magisterium Ordinarium Ecclesiae" (Ordinary Teaching of Church).
Regardless of how you might question this
official pronouncement of the Catholic position
regarding birth prevention, basically it appears
to be a revolt against authoritative Faith as
interpreted by our Holy Father.
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Man'S Survival Is At Stake
By DR. DAVID SCHROEDER
"It is natural to man to indulge in

the illusions of hope. We are apt to shut
our eyesagainst a painful truth and listen
to the song of that siren, till she transforms us into beasts. Is this the part of wise men,
engaged in a great and arduous struggle for
liberty? Are we disposed to be of the number of
those who, having eyes see not, and having ears,
hear not the things which so nearly concern their

anguish of spirit it may cost, I am willing to
know the whole truth; to know and to provide
for it." Patrick Henry to the Virginia House of
Burgesses, March 23, 1775.
When Patrick Henry addressed these words to
his fellow colonists, he was warning them of the
dangers threatening their political liberty. If we
substitute the word "survival" for the word "liberty" in this quotation it constitutes a suitable
opening for an article on the population crisis.
THE EXPLOSIVE growth of population confronts the world with the most serious problem
that it faces today, and perhaps the most serious
problem that it has ever faced. If the present rate
of population growth continues for another hundred years the world will contain eight times as
many people as it does today. No conceivable
technology could cope with the problems which
would arise in such a situation.
Although the disaster of an eight-fold population increase will actually be prevented, if not
rationally then by some disaster such as a thermonuclear war or giant plague, it might be instructive to try to see what the world would look
like if it managed to survive to an eight-fold
increase in population.Since we do not now raise
enough food for those living, we would have to
contemplate raising at least ten to twelve times
as much food 100 years from now as we do now.
Of course the diet would likely be very monotonous, grain-fed beef would be an unheard of
luxury, as a matter of fact most meat except
poultry would be very scarce, since we could not
possibly afford the land for grazing or feed grain
to cattle.

Very nearly every square inch of earth that
could support any kind of foodcrop wouldbe used
for it. Parks, wilderness areas, open spaces
would be affordable only in those areas in
which no crops could be grown, and the demand
on these spaces would be unbelievable. Seclusion
would vanish. Privacy would be seriously impaired. Private automobiles would be virtually,
if not totally, unknown (perhaps that could be
considered a blessing?) and it would become absolutely necessary to regulate people's lives in
a way which would make life in present day
Russia or China seem marvelously free by
comparison.
THE THING TO be noted is that if we were
able to perform the magnificient technical and
social feats necessary to bring the world, without
disaster, to the point where it had all the popu-

almost everything. Unfortunately they are also
devoid of water, and the transportation of water
in sufficient quantities to irrigate these areas is
a solution that will be spoken of lightly only by
those who are ignorant of the problems.
EVEN IF land can be developed it is not
always without difficulties. For example, everyone is familiar with the construction of the Aswan
Dam on the Nile in Egypt. It will bring millions
of acres into production and provide a great deal
of electricity for the country: undoubted benefits.
What is little noted is that it will also stop the
annual flooding of the Nile which from time immemorial has been responsible for the fertility
of the Nile delta. This fertility is even now decreasing. Of course the fertility can be largely
restored by the use of fertilizers; it must be if
the Aswan Dam is not to be Egypt's greatest
disaster. But besides special difficulties of fertilization in an underdeveloped country, we are
beginning to see some evidence of limitation on
how much fertilizer can be used in the world
without harmful effects. This will be dealt with
a little later. Thus, while we can hope to bring
more land into production, it is a slow and painful process.
What about farming the sea? The world already gets a considerable amount of food from
the sea. With proper regulation,conservation procedures and an end to the overwhelmingpollution
problem, we can undoubtedly get more; but there
are difficulties. One has but to read the Seattle
papers to note how the Japanese and Russians
are coming within twelve miles of our shores to
catch "our fish". They are not coming here just
to be nasty, but because fish are not plentiful
the world over, nor are they so plentiful here
that we welcome the instrusion.
IF PERU were a little larger and stronger,
it Feems as if she wou'd threaten us with jvar
to protect her 200-mile fishing rights. Harvesting
the sea to any greater extent than is done now
will reauire great technical improvements and
unparalleledinternational cooperation.Some people talk about gathering and eating the plankton
and other micro-organisms in the ocean. No one
as vet has shown how this could be done, nor
what its effect would be on the fish that we
now catch.
What about greater yield from existing land?
Something can be done here, as a matter of fact
should and will and must be done. Many have
heard of the new high-yield strains of rice which
can pive four times as much yield per acre as
existing strains. If all the hopes for these new
grains are realized, they will be, indeed, a boon,
(Continued on page 8)

lation it could sustain over a long range period,
(whether that be 1- or 2- or 8- or 16 or some other
number of times the present population) it would
still be necessary to institute population control
at that time. The world would have become
nearly intolerable and we would have only postponed, not solved the problem. Iam sure that
God did not give us our intelligence and then
expect that we would allow ourselves to get into

such a position.
There are those who assure us that the problems really can be solved, that we can open new
lands for cultivation, that we can harvest the
sea, that increased technology will increase our
yield per acre, that we can make ammo acids
out of petroleum, that other methods will be
found to cope with this problem. It is worthy of
note that such assurances almost uniformly come
from those who are not experts in the field in
which they expect the results. There is some
reason to believe that the world is already at,
or close to, the population it can conformably sustain on a long-range basis. Iadmit this cannot
be proved as a certainty, but it is a matter that
we cannot afford to gamble on and be wrong.
In analyzing the factors that call for population control Ishall not refer to the sociological
difficulties of over-crowding although these may
be the most serious of all, but shall restrict myself to the problem of food, air, and water.
CAN WE BRING more land under cultivation?
We certainly shall. We must. The already inevitable populationgrowth demands this, but it is
not as easy as it appears. Ordinarily when land
is not being farmed, it is not being farmed for
very good reason. There are always difficulties
and dangers in opening up new lands. Under
pressure of wartime necessity marginally productive land was brought into production in the
United States during World Wars Iand 11. The
dust storms of the '30s followed this attempt after
World War Iand similar disasters were only
narrowly averted after World War 11. Russia's
experience in trying to open the virgin lands in
Kazakhstan since World War II have met with
similar difficulty.
It is sometimes said that the large area of the
Amazon basin in Brazil would support a very
large population, but examination shows this is
not so. If the jungle is cleared the soil which is
exposed to sun and air will turn into laterite, a
hard rock-like substance. In one attempt to found
a farming community in this area, the cleared
fields became virtually pavements of rock within
five years. There are large areas of the United
States (anyone who flies a jet from coast to
coast will easily see them) which are devoid of

The Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
president of S.U., will give a State of
the University address during the free
hour, Friday at 10 a.m. in the gym.
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Concert Tuesday
The Thalia Symphony Orchestra presents its Winter Concert
next Tuesday, Dec. 10, 8 p.m.
in Pigott Auditorium. This complimentary event features S.U.s
Chorale, singing Schubert's Mass
in G, under the direction of Dr.
Roland Wyatt, S.U.s newest fine
arts music instructor.
Other masterpieces of the program include Dahl's "Suite for
Brass", conducted by Thalia's
Mr. Jan Dash. "Cello Concerto
in A Minor" will be conducted
by Mikael Scheremtiew with
Mrs.Francis Walton, soloist.Mr.
Scheremtiew will also conduct
Mendelssohn's "Italian Symphony."
All S.U. students are invited to
attend the second of the major
concerts performed by Thalia
Symphony, S.U.s Orchestra in

residence.
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Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

Sott'td undtr th«

authorityof Th»

Coca-Cola Company

byi

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Seattle, Wash.
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Editorial

red carpet
The expenditure of $300 by the Associated Women
Students for a wall-to-wall carpet has brought the usually
unobtrusive organization under fire of several senators
and ASSU officers, (see story on page one)
Half of this sum (which is still an estimate) is a
gift from the S.U. Guild. The other half is a gift from the
University. No AWS or ASSU money is being used.
must agree with the basic objection of the uparms officers: there are certainly better uses for the
money on campus. Still we find it hard to fault entirely
or its president, Alison Fry.
Certainly $300 is a great amount for a carpet. Certainly there are other organizations which could have
put the money to greater use. The Black Student Union
for example, was forced to curtail its Thanksgiving dinner program in the Central Area because of lack of

We Get

»We

§AWS

But, as the AWS has pointed out, the S.U. Guild
donated the money specifically for the purchase of a
carpet. While we might question the Guild's priorities,
obviously it is no one's business but the Guild's if they
wish to buy carpets for the AWS.
What we can question, however, and that most
strenuously, is the semmingly spontaneous impulse on
the part of the University to match the Guild funds.
Almost every organization chartered under the
ASSU this year took a drastic budget cut, and the reason given was that the University pleaded lack of funds.
every department within the University suffered
similar lopping, and the reason, again, was that the
liversity said it had no money to spare.
Just last week, we heard a plea from the University
president for a departmental belt-tightening. Now we
find that, somehow, enough funds have been scraped
from the bottom of the University barrel to supply
funds for a wall-to-wall carpet.
The number of educational programs or extra■ricular activities that could have benefited greatly
from even this small amount are too numerous to list
here. But it should be clear that the need of even the
smallest among them greatly outweighs the need of
the AWS for a wall-to-wall carpet.
The request to grant AWS matching funds apparently went through the proper University channels, all
the way to the top. Somewhere along the line, we feel,
somebody should have said no.

Ithought it a fine gesture that

Mr. Collins should interrupt his
education long enough to pose that
question no one at S.U. has dared
to ask: Will S. U. look like a
jungle in 20 years?
Mr. Collins feels that the answer is in the affirmative if we
allow the mysterious force developing the campus landscape to
go unchecked. He does not know
who is to blame for this and
similar problems stemming from
preoccupation with an image; nor
does he care. But since he has
gone to all the trouble of uncovering the problem, Ithink it is our
responsibility to solve it.
Therefore, I propose that each
student be responsible for uprooting one piece of shrubbery. Then
perhaps we can get back to the
business of education without
worrying about whether our children will be strangled on campus
by a jungle of trees and bushes 20
years hence.
Geoff Stamper

Ican only agree with Mr. Collins and his feeling about S.U.
and The Image. The aesthetics
policy of the University does seem
inflated beyond reasonable limits
and this is, in fact, at the expense of the student's educational

development.
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Letters

shrubs and trees and to protect
its grounds and walkways from
any cheap evidence of students.

the jungle

s.u. policy

§;arly

rr,
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MY EXPERIENCE in the past
year has to do with the matter
of bicycle parking. Take note, of
you will, of the absence of those
unsightly bicycle racks. Last
spring Ibegan riding a bicycle to
school for purposes of convenience
and economy. On day, after Ihad
parked my bike beside the railing
near the upper door of the library
Ireturned to find a note attached
to it saying, "Don't park here or
this will be impounded."
Feeling a bit shocked and frustrated at first, Ipromptly asked
several of the roads and grounds
personnel what the situation was.
Several of them sympathetically
informed me of the establishment's policy regarding aesthetic
values. At that timeIspoke to the
highest creator of beautifulbushes,
Fr. Greengrass, and was told by
him, "If I want bicycle racks on
campus there will be bicycle
racks." Note to this day the complete absence of any constructive
solution.
IHAVEN'T lost hope yet. I'm
convinced if a giant garbage can
could be placed underground behind the library, and camouflaged
by the R.0.T.C., the establishment
might permit students to keep
their bicycles in it during the
spring, perhaps for only a small
fee.
Indeed, the policy of S.U. is to
adorn its marbled library with

Is The Image
at the expense
Maybe not, but
bicycles out of
won't find out

the experts

being furthered
of the student?
just keep those
sight and you

Being quite inexpert in the biological field, I have to rely for
my information on the experts,
and the experts, as is so often
the case in every field, do not
J.
Leibold
Michael
seem to be agreed.
Talking some months ago to a
marine biologist of no mean repute, I got the following impresIn regard to this whole question sions:
of population explosion etc., I 1. The problem presented by the
would like to add a comment. population explosion within the
There is one thing that so many foreseeable future is such that
of the commentators keep over- compulsory contraception, comlooking. The problem may be real bined with compulsory steriliza(I have doubts). But the question tion, could not be effectively imof artificial birth control is not plemented in the time at our disa question of: should we do any- posal in order to produce a soluthing to alleviate the problem or tion.
not; but it is a question of: should
2. The potentialities for adewe use this particular means to quate food production through
do it.
more prolific and more easily
The Church says no. This means grown cereals, through marine
is not known to be fully accept- life, and through synthetic foods
able to God; we should start ex- are present, but adequate experiamining other possible means. ment, followed by mass producThis brings up the whole point of tion and finally distribution would
religion. Religion is living for take about thirty years, and withGod, and living for God is living in thirty years the bubble will
for something that is above the have already burst. (It was said
natural. Religion helps us to over- that some under-developed councome problems in a special and tries will have doubled their popuunique way. It says that we must lation in twenty-three years.)
be irrational and illogical; we
must turn the problems of this
3. SHORT OF nuclear war, the
world into means to grow into the problem may well be solved by
next.
mass revolutions in the underWe must overcome the problems developed countries of the world.
Icame away from that meeting
wehave by turning the discomfort
and suffering, yes suffering, cold depressed, and with a very pesand brutal, into our own individ- simistic picture in my mind. Dr.
ual passion and death, disposing Cook paints a much more optiourselves thereby for the graces mistic one. Who is right?
May Iadd: I am not here inof real life. We must surprise nature by turning it over, we rise terested to debate the desirability
above it. That is why religion is or undesirability from a moral
called supernatural. We complete- point of view of either 'natural'
ly lose out on the chance to rise or 'artificial' contraception. My
above our problems if we take interest lies in the question as to
steps to eliminate them instead. whether contraception can solve
A cursory and perfunctory brushthe problem, be it right or wrong.
ing aside of the very challenges I admit, of course, that if the
by which we may grow in grace problem is solved, then men will
limits our horizons, our freedom, have to use their intelligence to
our chances to mature in the only devise a means which will adequately prevent its resurgence.
way that counts.
Sincerely,
On this population problem, we
J. Gerard Bussy S.J.
should look for a solution that lets
us face the problem squarely in
the way that it crops up rather
than take the easy way out by removing the problem entirely by
fiat. We should attempt to work
Realizing the difficulties you
within the natural framework of
fnust face trying to give accurate
the problem as a personal chal- coverage
to so comprehensive a
lenge, to find some way to grow
as Father Chirico, Istill
in love while still perhaps having speakerpoint
to some rather glarto abstain from sexual lovemak- wish to
ing errors in your article of Noing.
Men have risen to challenges vember 20, 1968.
Fr. Chirico is not a staff membefore. Today we seem to prefer
ducking them; too bad for us. ber of St. Edward Seminary which
Men grow, even naturally, by is the Minor Seminary, but he is
meeting challenges squarely, but a dogmatic theologian at St.
they become 'soft' and decadent Thomas, the Major Seminary.
Fr. Chirico is not a "defender"
when life presents no challenges
of the Papal Encyclical but by
to their own existence.
your own quote, he is an interDennis M. Cantwell
preter who speaks that we might
Philosophy Dept.
share his insights and knowledge
in forming our own judgments
and understanding.
You have grossly misrepresented, at least by implication, when

...

which means

glaring errors

PIZZA HAVEN PIZZA HAS

you say Father "termed intercourse during the days when a
woman cannot conceive or when
she is over the childbearing age
as immoral." This statement
which you have taken completely
out of context, was part of an example used to show that the logical conclusion to an idiotic starting point is idiocy. Perhaps your
article is an affirmation of that
very logic!!

EITHER YOUR article is in

catastrophic error, or serious
Catholics in the area ought to be
busily organizing an investigation
of what our future priests at the
Seminary are being taught! How
intelligent adults could possibly
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believe that Fr. Chirico personally or the Church herself could
hold such a belief is beyond me.
Ihope you will print a retraction, or better still, will reprint an
accurate statement of what Fr.
Chirico said. To your readers you
owe accuracy, to Fr. Chirico an
apology.

To all those who did not personally hear Fr. Chirico speak and
have taken your reporting as accurate, Ihope they will see that
Father was grossly misinterpreted
and that they will attempt to hear
him on the subject at another
time.
Sincerely,
Sister Carol Verga, CSJ.

Wednesday,December 4, 1968
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Theories For
Idle Minds
By BRAD DOYLE

Alas,poor

Yorick...

German-made 'Hamlet' Succeeds;
Schell Performs Refreshing Lead

Difficult words for difficult times.
By ROBERT CUMBOW
Christ and Rousseau notwithstanding, man is by
selfish,
savpredominantly
evil. Born
amoral and
Franz-Peter Wirth's Germannature
age, so he remains unless dragged to his feet by the made film Hamlet, which played
relentlessly marching forces and pressures of society. Only there- at the Neptune Theater last
by is man given a shave, rationality and a high esteem for himself, week, has succeeded where
and then sent on his way to conquer new worlds in the name of
many others have failed, in turnGod.
ing a play into a film. The stunthin,
despite
the
animal,
This exalted creation, man the rational
cameracheap-smelling veneer of civilization, is still fundamentally animal ning black-and-white
flawless, and is tasteis
work
glimpses
intelligence.
Not
only
of
occasional
of
and can boast
by the arresting
willing to recognize that he is forever bound to the low-brow fully supported distracting—con—though
never
limits of the other beasts, man dignifies himself as the apex of temporary music of Rolk Unkel.
evolution, a tailless, omnivorous biped, who continually demeans
God by claiming to be made in His image.
The film's finest asset isMaxiClearly the civilizing process has been ineffectual. Unable to millian Schell, who wonan acadaward for his portrayal of
alter the base and basic inclinations of mankind, it succeeds only emy
in repressing these inclinations, forcing them subsurface. We see the defense counsel in Judgeonly the masks and benign no. Three smiles. But in spite of every ment at Nuremberg in 1962.
is refreshingly
effort of society, these repressed instincts seasonally raise their Schell's Hamlet by
human, marred
none of the
ugly heads to return man to a primal human activity— war.
of
intonation
over-reverent
But what of war?
Man does what man is; he acts according to his (choke) Shakespeare's "sacred words"
which destroys many an othernature. If man makes war and does so continually, war must then
only
Indeed,
argue
facts
wise good production. Schell
of
his
existence.
the
be a natural condition
not always brood, nor rave,
history,
the
entire
does
in one direction. In the 5000 years of recorded
nor throw people about. He is a
history
witness
of
only
While
this
enjoyed
has
for
75.
peace
world
who is able to laugh as
cannot constitute an ex cathedra prediction of the future, it does man
the
He
is a man who is humanwager
might
which
well.
upon
probability
one
seem to offer a fine
ly afraid of and just— as hucompany's funds.
manly obsessed with
death.
The pleasant fantasy of world peace is the dangling piece of And he is a man who is all too
them
to
men
and
drive
reach,
of
tantalize
always
just
out
cheese
aware of the forces driving him
onward to strive for the sake of striving. But "there is nothing new and his inability to overcome
under the sun," nor will there be.
them and achieve some scrap of
his meaning
The causes of war stem from the nature of man andcold
for himself.
society in such a way that they must reoccur like the bifter
adaptation of Hamlet
Wirth's
distillation of these many
of winter and with the same regularity. Awar
widely
for
will
taken to task for
chiefly
waged
is
be
dregs
that
soggy
causes reveals in the
will there its liberal regrouping of Shakeseconomic reasons and the command to survive. Thus
long as men grow hungry peare's lines and scenes; but it
be contention and violent opposition aswill
be at least through next is precisely this facet of the prosleep,
to
place
which
and want for a
duction which makes it film and
vp*3r
Furthermore, biologically speaking war is but a natural ex- not play. The editing is extremeas such be- ly well done, especially in the
tension or amplification of the death principle, andIndeed,
not
all
bad.
death final "act," which cuts from the
definitely
comes equally inevitable. It is
in- King and Laertes plotting Hambe
of
natures
most
seem
to
corollary—
war
its
natural
and
ot let's death, to Hamlet and Horarenewal
and
constant
for
the
continuance
the
genious devices
a
flash
tio in the graveyard and back
expire
in
live.
Nations
may
life Men die so that others
again.
s
is
nature
whole virtue of such
prosper.
might
of desperate energy so that the victors preserve the Itentire body, editingThe
is, of course, that it imway of excising the malignant tumor to
presses upon the viewer the fact
of trimming the shrub of humanity that the remnant may flourish that these two things are hapand grow even taller than before. only
time somethe fittest may survive. pening at the same
Man and nature obey but one law:
playwright is enthing
healthy
this
which
the
in
up
ever
bound
men,
then,
are
The conflicts of
tirely unable to achieve. It is one
competition between the species. War becomes a good and a right.
the advantages the film has
theological
the
evil
of
insisted,
in
a
sense
its
is
still
But if
evil
the stage, and Wirth has
exist
over
a
world
where
evil
must
in
of war is not to be eliminated
it skillfully.
employed
death
has
which
caused
in order for there to be good. That sin
through frail
Nor
man
avert
film technique Wirth
corollary.
its
can
no
Another
caused
less
human design that which is given as divine chastisement. God has employed is the use of sound
dubbing. Hamlet's first soliloquy
rU6
there is little respite much ("O that this too too solid flesh
And"so from this bleak existence
of man would melt ..."),for example,
less escape In an underworld of darkness the Leviathans
They rise is
not spoken by Schell on the
submerge themselves to contend on submarine plains.
for air and spout columns of blood, but always descend again. screen. It is heard over the
soundtrack, supposedly in HamAlways.

—

niques to Shakespeare,Wirth inevitably takes liberties. Whole
scenes are divided, transposed,
or cut entirely. Lines and
speeches are cut out, cut down,
or moved to a different part of
the play. The ultimate criterion
for judging this adaptation cannot be how faithful it is to
Shakespeare, but whether or not
it finally works. Wirth's Hamlet,
cinematically, humanly, and realistically, works.
In this Hamlet many of the

conventions of the Elizabethan
stage, which seldom work for
the modern audience, are avoided by cutting, rewriting, or ap-

—

University Marketing Club Members

Will Tour Northwest Furniture Mart

plication of film techniques (as

has been done with the soliloquies, mentioned previously).
There is no miraculous changing
of rapiers in the last scene, but
a very willful and deliberate one.

Anti-traditionalist, yet not antiShakespeare, this Hamlet has a
new wealth of relevance and
credibility for the contemporary
viewer, while remaining inescapablyShakespeare.
The play's one weakness is
the character of King Claudius,
let's mind, as the Prince walks who is played as a Machiavel,
through a crowd of simpering perhaps as Shakespeare intendcourtiers, seeking solitude.
ed; yet such a traditionally vilIn applying such film tech- lainous reading of the King's

part clashes irrevocablywith the

modern relevance of the remainder of the play.Queen Gertrude,
too, is a bit confusing. She plays
the first half of the film like a
lustful, sex-oriented, superficial
woman, the second half with all
the dignity of a just and sympathetic lady of the courts.
But these two parts scarcely
develop, and thus never really
distract from the other top-rank
performances, which include a
genuinely funny Polonius, a brilliantly human Ophelia, a credible Laertes, a Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern who are self-important in the truly ridiculous light
in which they should always appear, and, above all, the only
really great Horatio Ihave ever
seen, portrayed by the accomplished German actor Karl Michael Vogler. Vogler plays Horatio not as a yes-man or an
aideor even a casual friend, but
as the truly loving comrade who
is Hamlet's only confidence.
But despite its generally brilliant acting and its everywhere
brilliant technique, this film is
ultimately a Director's Hamlet.
The credit for the success of the
whole production must go to
Franz-Peter Wirth; and a great
dealof credit is due.

Washington.
Members of S.U.s Marketing tana, Oregon, and
Marketing
the
of
touring
the
NorthMembers
Club will be
west Furniture Mart today. This Club will have the opportunity
is the largest wholesale furni- to see three million dollars
which
ture house in the Pacific North- worth of merchandise
generally is not seen by the pubwest.
It deals with a broad variety lic. Also included in the tour
of merchandise and sells to re- will be a one and one-half hour
tailers in Alaska, Hawaii, Mon- conference.

Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/ New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkwayand Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of sponsoring companies, see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. O. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.
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Chief Duo Bombs A Beehive

7

Spectator

daily by some of the starters.
By KATHI SEDLAK
Brian S. Parrott. Ed.
Pierce finished the game with
Sam Pierce and Lou
27 points. West followed with 25,
West did it again. The Sacand Little added 16. High for
the Hornets was Costa with 22.
ramento State Hornets didJames Jones contributed 21.
n't have much of a chance
Don Edwards injured his right
with the high scoring forward
CHIEFTAINS
came
out
THE
early in the first half and
ankle
combination popping in baskets
the half and quick- was forced to sit out much of the
right, left and center. The open- runningafter
built up a 14-point lead. But game. His play-making and balling game of the season saw the ly
then
the Hornets came alive, handling were missed while he
Chiefs overrun the Hornets 92 whittling
away the lead until was on the bench.
to 82.
they were behind by only two
Next the Chiefs travel to Utah
took
command
The Chieftains
Athletic DirectorEddie O'Brien
Sharp shooting guard to play Utah State tomorrow and
points.
from the outset. The Chiefs' of- Maury Costa did most of the Brigham Young this Saturday. was recently named as the
fense revolved around Pierce damage. Rebounds by his teamgame will be fourth coach for the Seattle Pinext home
- Simmons,
who at different times had as mates Louis Wright and Ray The
Tues- lots Baseball Club. But the reagainst
Hardin
many points as the whole Hornet
Pfeifer and two many S.U. turn- day, December 10.
lease was premature.
team.
helped in the catch-up efMidway into the first half, overs
Speculation as to whe would
fort, too.
occupy the fourth coaching poThen the Chiefs finally calmed
sition for the new baseball team
down. With West, Jones and Jim
caused the release to be made
pulling
down
rebounds
Gardner
prior
to the clearing of all chanPierce,
scoring
by
plenty
and
of
nelsWest and Tom Little, the ChiefNCAA officials in Kansas City
tains pulled back into a strong
presently considering
are
by
and
on
win
lead
went
to
a
request for official inO'Brien's
ten-point advantage.
of rule 0153 as reterpretation
opener
pointed
out some
The
seeking a leave to
to
his
lated
things about the Chieftain team.
professional team.
coach
for
a
The players can score. For the
hit
37
of
out
game, the team
O'BRIEN HOPES to utilize a
79 shots for a fabulous 46 per
right which enables
university
cent average.
faculty members to take up to
one year's leave of absence. An
MOST OF the time the rebounding was good, but streaky.
interim athletic director would
be named to take over O'Brien's
The Chiefs out-rebounded the
duties while he took his sabatiHornets 51 to 35. West led the
cal. Upon returning O'Brien
team with 16, Jones added 11,
and Gardner pulled off 10. But
reassume his present position as
head of the athletic department.
during the Hornets' catch-up, the
Chieftain rebounding was noticeAn ex-major leaguer with the
ably weak. The Hornets were
Pittsburgh Pirates, O'Brien
taking four or five shots at the
would occupy a post in the Pilot
bullpen under pitching coach Sal
basket each time they got the
ball, while the Chiefs were lucky
Maglie. O'Brien's duties will
to get one shot.
The team defense wasn't what
two fromLou
it should be. There seemed to
Two from Sam plus
be no hustle on defense, espe- Made four seasons first win.
though, the Hornets momentarily caught up and went ahead
27 to 25. Bill Jones came in then
and his strong board work and
effective shooting helped put the
Chiefs ahead 50 to 40 at the half.

O'Brien Now Waiting
For NCAA Sanction

...

...

High Scoring Hayseeds Next Foe
(The Chieftain-Utah State Cougar game will be broadcast over
radio station KIR O, airtime
6:55 p.m.)
Led by "the smoothest 6'B"
player I've ever seen", LaDell
Anderson's high scoring but battered Aggies will host the S.U.
Chiefs in Logan, Utah tomorrow
night.
The Aggies lost to Wyoming
103-88 in their opening contest
and dropped their second season
game Monday night to Missouri
97-87. Both contests were on the

"Young and inexperienced"
labels the Utah State basketball
press book. Coach Anderson has
only one senior on his 12 man
squad. Six of the twelve are
sophomores.
Probable starters for the farmers are 65" senior Jessie Jefferson and Roberts at forwards,
Tim Tollestrup, 6'B" center, with
Paul Jeppesen and Ed Epps at
the guard spots. Jeppesen is a
62" letter winner and Epps is a

Is a good offense the best defense?
waiter said, "Generally Iwas better defensive players and his
satisfied with our performance. loss will be felt if he cannot
The team was bothered some by PlayStarters for the Chiefs tomorthe zone defense Sacramento
State was using but we adjusted row night will be Sam Pierce
to it and got the job done. Our and Lou West at forwards, Jim
offense was in high gear most Gardner and center, Tom Little
of the time and Sam Pierce par- and either Edwards or Mike
ticularly showed he wanted to O'Brien at guards. Bill Jones
63" JC transfer.
play.
will share coverage duties on
shapes
up as an
The contest
Marvin
Roberts the AggiesSoph"We
attenoffensive struggle. The Ags shot tion so need additionalassign- omore dynamo.
to our defensive
an incredible 62% from the floor
ments. Some improvement has
been shown in our practices this
week, but frankly I'm a bit con-

cerned".
Chieftain guard Don Edwards
has missed practices this week
due to a sprained ankle suffered
in the Sacramento State game.
Edwards is one of the Chieftains

Rugbyists
To Practice

For those interested in the
tough "rock 'em sock 'em" sport
of Rugby, there will be a practice session held at the Broadway Playfield tonight at 7 p.m.

EDDIE O'BRIEN
probably include overseeing the
physical conditioningof the pitching staff.
ALL IS CONTINGENT onword
from the NCAA ruling. O'Brien
has expressed gratitude to both
Fr. Fitterer for his sanctioning
of the move, and the Pilots for
the offer to join the fine Pilot
coaching staff which includes
manager Joe Schultz, former
Cardinal coach; Frank Crosetti,
ex-Yankee great, and pitching
coach Maglie who starred for
both the New York Giants and
Brooklyn Dodgers.

Sam Scalps Ex-Chief

TOM GORMAN

road.

in losing to Wyoming. But they
appear to have a somewhat
porus defense giving up point
totals of 113 and 97 to their opposition.
Commenting on the Chieftain
performanceagainst Sacramento
State last Saturday night Chieftain head coach Bucky Buck-

SPORTS

Tom Gorman, former Chieftain tennis star and S.U. Hall
of Fame member, will report to
Ft. Lewis for basic training in
the Army tomorrow.
Gorman, who led the Chieftain
tennis team to a number eight
ranking among NCAA major
colleges last June and then
played the eastern tennis circuit
during the summer, does not
know what the future holds for
him tennis wise.
It has been a tough year already for Tom. He was hung in
the Hall of Fame, pistol whipped
and robbed recently and tomorrow will be scalped.

Ladd's 30 Leads Papooses
Past Green River, 103-84

"Getting off on the right foot" minute jitters they held a 57-45
never
can be a big asset to any col- lead at half and were River.
legiate basketball team and that threatened againby Green
is what the Seattle University
The Gators were paced by
Papooses accomplished as they John Harrell and Tim Cumdefeated the Green River Com- mings. Each potted in 17 points

munity College Gators.
The 103-84 victory for the
Papooses was aided greatly by
the consistent shooting and scoring punch of Gary Ladd, who
was high man for the game with
30 points, and Lenzy Stuart, who
had 24 points.
In the opening collegiate
match of the coliseum season,
the Papooses trailed by one point
after seven minutes of play and
were only tied with the Gators
halfway through the first period.
But when the Papooses finally
settled down from their opening

HHH99HI C8H58581

against the Papooses.

The Paps go against Shoreline Community College tonight
at 8 p.m. in the Shoreline High
School gym. Mark Van Antwerp,
the biggest man on the Papoose
squad at 66", will likely miss
the contest. The Pap strongman
has the flu.

IM Managers
Meet Tomorrow
December 5 at 3 p.m. there
will be an Intramural managers'
meeting in 551 Pigott. All representatives must be present if
they want to be entered into the
winter program.

VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
December 4th 1968
7:00 Gazins vs Sixth Floor (3)
7:45 Poi Pounders vs. A Phi O
(2)

8:30 Forum vs. Chambers (1)
9:15 Cellar vs. HBC (4)
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CLASSIFIED
Help Wanted

FEMALE: part time afternoons. People's Mortgage Co. Office work.
Mr. Farquhar. MA 2-3855.

MALE or Female: Part time. 2 to 5
hrs. per day. $3.00 to $5.00 per hr.
Opportunity to advance rapidly
and still remain part time. Easy
work. Phil Silday, Ex. 596 or Campion II26.

Miscellaneous
WANTED: Girl to share spacious Apt.
near campus, rent reasonable. EA 2
3077.
WILL anyone having travelledabroad
with The Experiment in International Living please contact Mai
Hill. 583-3625 days, EA 9-1385
evenings.

WEDDING, dance, and miscellaneous
photography. Reasonable rates. EA
4-1368.

'65 PONTIAC GTO, 389 Tri-power.
BA 6-9076.

MARCIEL for the finest in wedding
and portrait photography. LA 3-

2403.

EXPERIENCED IBM typist. Mrs. Rich,

—

WE 7-2423.

DATELESS? Pygmalion Inc. soon
expanding to Seattle University.

For Rent
SAVE DOLLARS— Apts for rent. Abbottsford, 151 IIth Aye. From $60.
Studio and one bedrom. MA 2-2397

Physical Problems Threaten Future
phere
(Continued from page 4)

but they also have their problems. One cannot
take four times as much out of a piece of land
and not put something back into it. Highly increased use of fertilizer will be absolutely essential, also greatly increased use of pesticides will
be necessary. When land is fertilized only a part
of the fertilizing chemical goes into the product,
c ome sinks deeper in the soil and much ends up
in the streams and lakes of the area and there
it is not fertilizer, but pollution. An analogous
statement can be made for the pesticides. Pollution is more than an aesthetic problem, as serious
an that is. Pollution also lessens our ability to
use the land and water to support life. By no
means all of the pollution comes from the fertilizers and pesticides, but these contributions are
significant and growing more serious.
IN THE PERIOD from 1960 to 1963 between
10 and 15 million fish were killed in the lower
Mississippi. This fish kill was traced to the use
of Endrin, a pesticide used to treat the cotton
and cane fields of the lower Mississippi valley.
The problem of pollution by pesticide and fertilizer and other sources is becoming increasingly
critical. Many of our fresh water streams and
lakes are now dead and we seem to be making
a fair start on the ocean.
Iwill not dwell long on the general problem
of air and water pollution. There does seem to be
a growing awareness of it. However Iwould like
to comment upon one rather unfamiliar aspect.
As our population grows in size and industrial
complexity, we are burning fossil fuels at a very
high rate. This puts carbon dioxideinto the air.
At the same time we are, by clearing, paving,
damming and spoiling land and polluting the
oceans, reducing the number of plants, including
micro-organisms in the ocean, which can convert
carbon dioxide back into oxygen. As a result the
carbon dioxide is accumulating in the atmos-

acts like glass in a greenhouse, it lets
energy in as light but does not let it back ou as Today
heat. As a consequence, the earth gradually
Meetings
warms. The Pacific Ocean has warmed several
Student Involvement League:
degrees during this century.
Noon, at Barman 312.
As the ocean gets warmer it releases some
Chemistry Club: 7:30 p.m., at
of its dissolved carbon dioxide, thus agravating Barman 509, Dr. Malms of Food
"greenhouse
possibility
the
effect". Besides the
Science Pioneer Research Lab in
of melting the ice caps we face the situation that
raising the average temperature of the ocean
may have a profound and perhaps not beneficial
effect upon the plant and animal life in it. (For
comparison, not the studies now being done on
thermal pollution of the Columbia at Hanford.
There is serious concern that the rise in temperature of the river may have serious effect upon
the salmon runs.)

ISPOPULATION control then the only answer
to our problems? Certainly it is not. Great effects
must be made to raise more food, to distribute
what we have more fairly both nationally and
internationally, to end air and water pollution,
to improve land use, and to remove blight from
our cities. It should be enough that these are
the right things to do, but as a matter of fact,
if we do not do them desperate nations and people may solve our overpopulationproblem in a
rather drastic way; and some nations are
desperate.
India, in the next fifteen years, will add to its
population an amount equal to the present population of the United States. The United States
would be hard put to manage such an increase in
fifteen years. The situation in India is grave
beyond belief. But no matter how much we do
in other respects, control of our population is a
part of any sane plan for the decent survival of
the world. A prudent man faced with an overflowing sink, does not reach for the mop but for
the faucet.

Seattle will speak on various
phases of chromoography. Anyone interested is welcome to
come.
Hawiian Club: 7:00 p.m., at
Pigott third floor.

Intercollegiate Knights: 7:00

p.m., meet at the House.

Activities
Marketing Club: 1:15 to 3:30,
meet in front of the Chief for a
tour of Northwest Furniture Mart.
HIYU Coolees: December Bth,
there will be a hike to Sunday
Lake. Will leave the Bellarmine
Parking Lot at 8:30.
HIYU Collees: Sign up on the
Liberal Arts bulletinboard for the
hike. Sign up for the Irish cabin
on first floor of the Library on
Wednesday before 9 a.m. or on
Bellarmine 704 after 3 p.m.

Friday
Winter Formal: "A Night in
White Satin" is the theme of the
winterformalheld tonight at the
Hyatt House. Bids are $12.50.
Dinner is at 6 p.m. and dancing
at 9 p.m. The price of the bid
includes tuxedo rental and dinner.

For Sole
SMITH-CORONA portable typewriter
with case. Excellent condition! $45.
Contact Rob at Spectator Bus. Office. Ex. 596 after 3 p.m.

Spectator Want-Ads
give big Dividends
EA 3-9400 Ext. 596
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you're right. But not home radios for music, news,
weather and sports. Collins does...
" Supply communication/navigation equipment for more
"
"
,„
.....
I. ,,
"
" Development
than 75% of the world commercial airliners.

$150

I

Rill

M

jg[
tm

Product Design and
Supnort Engineering Electronics Research Data Operations
Purchasing
Accounting
Programming and Systems Analysis
Systems Design Engineering Manufacturing Technical Writing
Process Engineering Integrated Circuitry Design Microelectronic
Quality Engineering
Reliability Engineering
Thin Film Design
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:

S

"

"

Fie|d

voice communication systems for all U. S.
Space flights.
Rank as the largest independent producer of micro-

"
"

"

..

systems.
.
,
"wave
Design and manufacture computer Systems for airlines,
railroads and many other military ami industrial organizaaround the world.
"tions
Serve as prime contractor on NASA's worldwide Apollo
tracking
" Designnetwork.
and install complete earth stations for satellite
communications.
" Rank as one of the world's leading manufacturers oj
commercial broadcast equipment.
What does this mean to you? It means that college graduates are finding assignments that challenge their ingenuity
in activities ranging from microminiaturization to airborne
computers.

r major facilities, opportunities
At each ol Collins'
mechanical,
and industrial engineering,
exist in electrical,
and in computer science.

|

"

MARKETS AND PRODUCT AREAS:

"

"P^

,

.

"

"
"
"

"

"
"

"
"

"

Aviation Systems Broadcast
Specialized Military
Telecommunication
Microwave
y Systems
Communic ati n computer Systems Amateur Radio

;

"

_—

Collins representatives will visit more than 100 campuses
thjs year Contact your College Placement Bureau for
details. Or you may send your resume, in confidence, to
Manager of Professional Employment, Collins Radio Corn52406;
panV( Dallas, Texas 75207; Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Ontario,
Toronto,
Newport Beach, California 92660; or
communication/computation/control
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